
D8 and D9-MST2015L/H Connections 
 

 

(XM) SiriusXM Adapter Cable: For use only when installing the SiriusXM SXV300 tuner for built-in satellite radio.  

(ANT) Bluetooth/WiFi Antenna with extension cable: Thread the copper-colored BT/WiFi Antenna extension cable into 

the back of the Dynavin. On the other end, thread the BT/WiFi Antenna then run it under the center console near the 

parking brake for best receptivity. DO NOT position it behind the Dynavin. 

(GPS) GPS Navigation/Clock Antenna: Is magnetic so can be mounted inside the dash on top of anything metal 

positioned forward in the dash. If reception is not adequate, can be mounted on the inside corner of the windshield or 

anywhere with good reception. Even if you don’t plan on using the GPS navigation, it is necessary to install the GPS 

antenna for the time to display on the Dynavin screen.  

(RADIO) AM/FM Radio: Plug in the factory radio tuner plug here. 

(CAM) Camera RCA Harness: For use with the factory camera adapter or any aftermarket camera. The brown RCA 

labeled “CAMERA” is plugged into the brown RCA on the factory camera adapter. Use version “A” or “B” depending on 

which one fits. If both fit, see which one shows the reverse picture when in reverse and use that one. (The other one will 

show a blank screen.) Also, the new D9 Heads Up-Display (HUD) plugs into this RCA harness. (HUD not compatible with 

the D8. Sold separately.) 
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(MIC) Microphone: Must be installed for Bluetooth calling and voice command functionality. Mic can be mounted on the 

steering wheel column, a pillar, or above the rearview mirror. Test before finishing the installation. (Factory mic is not 

compatible.) Note: The D9 mic style is different from the D8. 

(AUX) Factory Auxiliary Integration: If your car is equipped with an auxiliary plug, you will plug in these RCAs from the 

MWH (main wire harness).  

(MWH) Main Wire Harness: The black end plugs into your car’s factory plug. 

(USBs) Phone & MDI & CP (or “MEDIA”) The “MDI/CP” USB is for wired Apple CarPlay and wired Android Auto (and for 

firmware updates via USB drive). The “Phone” USB is used for fast charging. 

Other RCAs: The other red and white RCAs are used with an aftermarket amp only. The red RCA is for an aftermarket 

sub. The yellow RCA is typically used for a front camera. 

 


